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BAY AREA MICRO DOCISION USERS AS5CX:IA'l'ION
A Morrow computer users' group

Monthly newslett.er, Vol. 3, Issue 5 May 1985

BAMDUA, P.O. Box 5152, Berkeley, ca 94705
(415) 644- 2805

BAMDUA, the Bay Area Micro Decision Users Association, is open to
all who are interested in Morrow's Micro Decision computers.
Membership fee is currently $16 per year and includes a subscription
to our rronthly newsletter. For information, membership application
forms, etc. , please send a self-addressed stamped envelope to the
BAMDUA P.O. Box.

The BAMDUA office is open 8:30-4:30 weekdays; the answering machine
will take your messages from 12: 30 on. When Dana is in the office,
she will answer the phone in the rrorning.

The main BAMDUA meeting is held the last Tuesday of each rronth.

+++ Next main BAMDUA meeting: +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ +
+ WHEN: Tuesday, May 28, 1985, 7:30 p.m. +
+ WHERE: west Branch, Berkeley Library +
+ 1125 University Avenue, Berkeley +
+ GUEST: David Price, em of westwind Computer +
+ TOPIC: Hard disk derro +
+ also, special interest groups and discussion +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
PLANNING AHEAD: Information about next rronth' s meeting.

WHm: Tuesday, June 25, 1985, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: west Branch, Berkeley Library

1125 University Avenue, Berkeley
GUEST: (none)
TOPIC: Special interest groups and discussion

LOCAL IDRR(M USER'S MEETIN3S:-- --- -------
MUG/MARIN (Marin Users' Group) meets on the fourth Thursday of
each rronth at 7:30 p.m. The address is P.o. Box 925, Mill
Valley, ca. 94942. For information, contact Susan Miller
(415)383-6276 or Jim Kelly (415)472-1499. The group describes
itself as a small but stimulating group which tries to
diversify information for both novices and pros alike.
Stanford Morrow Users' Group, (S.M.U.G.) meets on the 2nd
wednesday of the rronth at 7: 30 PM on the Stanford campus:
Polya Hall (also known as Turing Auditorium), room 111.
Info: Ed Gallaher (408) 749-9285 (H)
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SCMDUG (Santa Cruz Micro Decision user's Group) is now meeting
the first Thursday of the Ironth at P.C. land, 245M r-k>unt Hennan
Road, SCOtts Valley, 7-9 p.m. Info: Marianne Russell, sect'y,
425-2061, office; 438-0662, home.

PE'IMUG (Petaluma Users' Group) meets on the 4th Thursday of
each month at Advanced Information Management, 245 North
Mc~ll Blvd. (in Petaluma Plaza), Petaluma, CA. For info.
contact: Don Waite, 707/763-6891 or Dick Hoffman, 707/762-8286
or mailing address: P.o. Box 948, Petalurna., CA. 94953.

CLASSES:

Classes are scheduled as soon as enough participants sign up
for them (a maximum of 5-6 people, except for Personal Pearl:
max=14) • Mail $10 to BAMDUA to reserve a space in class. For
information, call BAMDUA (415) 644-2805.

IDDEM7 etcetera.

Intermediate CP/M class,

Novice Errergency Clinic,
A class especially to get over beginners frustrations.

Personal Pearl Class,
This is the third PP class taught by Rick Rowe, formerly
of Morrow. Half the participants must bring an MD3 and a
working CP/M diskette.

Public Domain Software.------
QUEST ACCOUNTANT program.

Advanced CP/M and Systems class.

TOUR OF IDRRCm: If there is enough interest, a fourth tour will
-- be scheduled. call or write the BAMDUA office to get on the list.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

For information about BASES (users'group re: data bases) call
Darrell Bross, 415/586-5788. SUbscription rate will be $30 for one
year to BASES, 254 Winding way, San Francisco, CA 94112.

~RD version 2.14 provides a printer driver identified as
GEMIOX for the Gemini 10X/15X and Radix 10X/15X family of dot matrix
printers plus updated printed information on printers and other
additional features for inclusion in the User's Guide. You can get
it for $25 plus your old NeWWbrd distribution diskette.

*****
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DISK by Sypko Andreae

About a year and a half ago, when every1x>dy was so excited
aOOut. personal micro computers, we used to have a meeting attendance
of about half the membership. Now the times are a little different.
People are generally less excited aOOut our new fangled tools. The
owners have gone through a period of familiarization (sometimes a
painful one) and they have learned for one thing that a computer
~n 't help you if you don't know how to solve your problems
yourself. In other ~rds, the computer is not going to do it for
you after all. That burst the bubble for quite a few folks.

The non-owners have picked up so many stories from their owner
friends about how difficult a tool a personal computer is to use,
that they don't even want to try. Resul t: Personal computers are
far less popular than they used to be a year or two ago. Perhaps
our culture is cultivating a more realistic view of personal
computers. Perhaps a lot of it was a fad. Perhaps it has become
clear that a personal computer is too expensive and too hard to
learn to use for the returns some owners get. For small business
and ~rd processing use it is great in many ways, but not every1x>dy
has a small business and not every1x>dy is a writer or lawyer. And
so the personal computer has not become the home appliance it. was
expected to be.

You can even see that shift of appreciation for personal
computers within BAMDUA. Attendance in meetings and classes is
really down from what it was last year. It may just be that we have
far fewer people among us wbo desperately need to learn aOOut
computers. Most people have settled for some (limited) mode of use
of their machine, some have simply given up. Does this sound a bit.
depressing? It doesn't need to be. IDok at it this way. Perhaps
this whole personal computer thing went too fast for us anYwaY, grew
at a pace far beyond our own human pace. Perhaps the computers were
having us somehow, rather than the other way around. Now we may be
in a period wbere we are coming to terms with ourselves in relation
with our new tool. Time to slow down a bit, time to reflect on the
wave of excit.ement that just went by, time to find ourselves back.
This just could be a most fruitful time; could be.

One institution within BAMDUA that is really blossoming is our
BAMDUA Electronic Bulletin Board System and Remote CP/M, BBS-RCP/M
for short. The activity is remarkable. We have just over 200
registrants, aOOut. 50% of them BAMDUA members. They make together
aOOut a thousand calls a month posting a hundred public messages in
the process. No one knows how much private Electronic Mail (E-Mail)
goes back and forth. It seems that everybody on the BBS is on its
best behavior. People with problems often get offers of help from
t~ or rrore others within a day or so. They all act "like angels"
as Stewart Brand would have it.. Now here is a part of BAMDUA that
~rks very well indeed. Question remains: Within other activities
of BAMDUA, wbat should we do differently that will keep our users
group as useful as possible? Give this some thought and drop me a
note if you come up with something.
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EQUIPMENT HELP CALL LIST - UPDATE

prepared by John Argue

, Quentin, 1090 Page St., #5, san Francisco CA, 94117
(415) 621-3413 (H); (B); * MOl: M02: MOll: x
PRINTER: Smith-Corona D200 TERMINAL: MDT 60
MODEM: CY.I'HER EQPT: Brother CE-60

Milton Amgott, 420 Lexington Ave., New York NY, 10170
(212) 580-2421 (H); (212) 986-0656 (B); * MOl: M02: MD3:
PRINTER: Juki 6100 TERMINAL: MDT60
roDEM: CY.I'HER EYJPT:

Dick Baker, 7004 westmoreland Rd., Falls Church VA, 22042
(703) 698-8017 (H); (202) 485-2214 (B); * MOl: M02: MD3:
PRINTER: MP-200 TERMINAL: MDT-70
roDEM: Anchor Signalman XII CY.I'HER EQPT:

Michael Blessing, P.O. Box 882, El Sobrante CA, 94803
(415) 234-2636 (H); (B); * MOl: M02:
PRINTER: Oki-92 TERMINAL: AD-31?
MODEM: CY.I'HER EYJPT:

MD3: x

1.1. Butler, 1182 Market St., Suite 320, san Francisco CA,94102
(H); (415) 863-5953 (B); * MOl: M02: MD3: x

PRINTER: MDT-60 (ADM 31) TERMINAL: MP 100
MODEM: not yet OTHER EYJPT:

Jonah Chang, Rev., 330 Ellis St., Room 508, san Francisco CA, 94102
(415) 233-4739 (H); (415) 776-7747 (B); * MOl: M02: MD3: x
PRINTER: MP 100 TERMINAL: MDT 60
MODEM: CY.I'HER EYJPT:

Jim Crosswhite, P.O. Box 754, Northbrook IL, 60065
(312) 498-1403 (H); (B); * MOl: M02:
PRINTER: Okidata 92 TERMINAL: MDT 60
MODEM: Robotics Password CY.I'HER EQPT:

Janice Deenean, 750 Sylvan #61, Mountain View CA, 94040
(415) 965-4078 (H); (408) 299-3621 (B); * MOl: M02:
PRINTER: Okidata u92 TERMINAL: TTX
MODEM: CY.I'HER EYJPT:

MD11: x

MD3: x

David K. Denton, 1065 Ashmont Ave., Oakland CA, 94610
(415) 465-7496 (H); (415) 271-9256 (B); * MOl: M02: x MD3:
PRINTER: Brother HRI TERMINAL: Freedom 100
MODEM: Anchor CY.I'HER EYJPT:

Tim Evans, 8530~ Rd., Baltimore MD, 21207
(301) 944-4622 (H); (301) 597-4709 (B); * MOl: M02: x MD3:
PRINTER: Silver-Reed 500 TERMINAL: rear-Siegler ADM-31
MODEM: Anchor I CY.I'HER EYJPT: MorrON 20
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Arent Greve, 455 Spruce St., Berkeley CA, 94708
(415) 527-2719 (H); (415) 642-6334 (B); * MD1: MD2: MD3: x
PRINTER: Kaypro (Juki 6100) TERMINAl,: MDT 70 (Morrow)
mDEM: arHER E)JPI':

Ronald W. Halm, 1001 westport Place, Victoria, B.C. , V8Y 1G3
(604) 658-8034 (H); (B); * MD1: MD2: MD3: x
PRINTER: Epson MX-100 TERMINAL: ADM 20
MODEM: Radio Shack arHER EX,2PI':

Peter Hahn, 23 Iapidge, san Francisco CA, 94110
(415) 861-5843 (H); (415) 666-1033 (B); * MD1: MD2:
PRINTER: MP 100 TERMINAL: MDT 60
OODEM: OI'HER EX,2PI':

David B. Hall, P.O. Box E, 934 H. St., Arcata CA, 95521
(707) 822-1253 (H); (707) 822-7241 (B); * MD1: MD2:
PRINTER: Qume/Okidata TERMINAL:
MODEM: arHER EX,2PI':

Darryl A. Hart, 25 Rocklyn Court, Corte Madera CA, 94925
(415) 927-0828 (H); (415) 927-0828 (B); * MD1: t-1D2:
PRINTER: cmne Sprint 9/55 TERMINAL: MDT-60
IDDEM: arHER EX,2PI':

MD3: x

MD3: x

MD3: x

Walter Hoffman, 20 Mt. Shasta Pl., Clayton CA, 94517
(415) 672-0827 (H); (B); * MD1: MD2: x MD3:
PRINTER: Gemini-10 TERMINAL: Liberty-Freedom 50
IDDEM: Rixon 212 A OI'HER EX,2PI':

Steve Jcures, 21071 Gary Dr., #103, Hayward CA, 94546
(415) 881-8877 (H); (B); * MD1: MD2: x MD3:
PRINTER: Silver Reed TERMINAL: ADM 31
mDEM: OI'HER EQPI':

Mike Lippitt, 6 - C Cornnodore Dr., #235, Emeryville CA, 94608
(H); (B); * MD1: MD2: MD3:

PRINTER: TERMINAL:
OODEM: OI'HER EQPI':

Anthony Lopez, 4945 Champlain, san Antonio TX, 78217
(512) 657-9706 (H); (512) 366-6332 (B); * MD1: MD2: MD3: x
PRINTER: star Micronix/Gemini lOX TERMINAL: Liberty Freedom 100
IDDEM: U.S. Robotics OI'HER EQPI': EPD Orange Surge prote

Lee McKusick, 1928 McGee Ave., #1, Berkeley CA, 94703
(415) 849-9053 (H); (B); * MD1: MD2:
PRINTER: MP100 TERMINAL:
IDDEM: Signalman 1200 arHER EQPI':

MD3: x

Robert B. N~omb, 3890 Great. Salt lake Court, Fremont CA, 94536
(415) 489-1275 (H); (415) 952-4888 (B); * MD1: MD2: x MD3:
PRINTER: Star DP 510 TERMINAL: Liberty 100
MODEM: arHER EQPI':
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~aureen o'Rorke , 1859 Powell st., San Francisco CA, 94133
(415) 221-8636 (H); (415) 986-1213 (B); * MD1: MD2: MD3: x
PRINTER: Morrow MP-100 TERMINAL: MDT-60
IDDEM: OI'HER alP!':

Rebecca Radner, 3025 Steiner #12, San Francisco CA, 94123
(415) 556-3876 (H); (415) 563-8746 (B); * MDl: MD2: MD3: x
PRINTER: MP100 TERMINAL:
IDDEM: OI'HER alP!':

Kenneth M. Steele, Rte. 7, Box 8A, Chapel Hill Ne, 27514
(919) 942-5309 (H); (919) 684-4164 (B); * MDl: MD2: MD3: x
PRINTER: TERMINAL: Qurre QUT108A
IDDEM: OI'HER alP!':

Robert Stevens, 267 Louette Ct., Hayward CA, 94541
(415) 276-0704 (H); (415) 430-9484 (B); * MDl: MD2:
PRINTER: MP 300 TERMINAL: MDT-60
IDDEM: MM300 OI'HER alP!':

MD3: x

Alan Wiener, 102 Rolling Green Place, Missoula Ml', 59803
(406) 721-1424 (H); (B); * MDl: MD2: x MD3:
PRINTER: C.Itoh F-10 Starwriter TERMINAL: Qurre OV-102
IDDEM: OI'HER alP!':

Dennis Young, 3701 Mt. Diablo Blvd., lafayette CA, 94549
(415) 284-7324 (H); (415) 284-9500 (B); * MDl: MD2:
PRINTER: MP 200 TERMINAL: 50
MODEM: OI'HER alP!':

MD3: x

This update is as of March 25, 1985. There are no additions to the
Software Help List at this date.

*****

SUBSCRIBE? Yes, indeed!

Greetings BAMDUA Members! Have you subscribed to the
Morrow Owners' Review yet? If you send in your $18.00 for a
years subscription today you won't miss the June '85 issue!
($32.00/2 yrs.) Just send your name and address along with
your check to Morrow Owners' Review, Attn: Subscriptions,
P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705. MORE IDR!
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FROM THE MAILBOX
To any BAMDUA members interested in statistics:

Have just completed a set of "homemade" mBasic programs that
will calculate mean and standard deviation on 1 to 4 columns of
numbers. A relatively small number of values can be input at the
keyboard, or will interface nicely with Pearl (to accumulate,
select, and report out large volumes of data) • A Pearl "master"
input form and four reports are included (to produce data fi les of 1
column, 2 columns, 3 columns, or 4 columns). It seems too
specialized for the library, but I will share it with other members
who request it and send me a formatted disk and a stamped, self
addressed disk mailer; a 4 page "documentation" is included.

Don waite
P.o. Box 948
Petaluma, CA 94953

I think I goofed in the piece on RS-232 corrmmicat.ion.
Printers are usually DTE devices and hence can talk to a DCE like a
Morrow with a straight cable while modems are DCE and hence need a
cable with reversed pins 2 and 3 to talk to Morrow.

I think I accidentally discovered something useful about
floppies. I bought a used disk drive that happened to have an old
floppy in it. I had no idea what all the floppy had been through
but I could not format it. On a hunch, I used a bulk eraser for
tapes on it. Lo and behold, it formatted! In an earlier piece
sorreone indicated that disks just sort of "wear out." Maybe they
just accumulate random signals that don't entirely get erased in
normal rewrit.ing of files, etc. Bulk erasing might just fix them
up! It's worth a try if you happen to have a bulk eraser.

-- Frank oechsli

EX14 UTILITY.... I use Personal Pearl to do IroSt. of the
accounting for a small church and I find it quite tedious winding my
way through the menus when it comes time to run my reports. What I
wanted was to be able to key in one conmand line and have all the
necessary Parameters inserted and several reports printed out. I
tried the SUBMIT.COM utility but found that it would only act upon
data that was inputed from the A prompt ( A> ), such as command
files like PIP or FINDBAD that required no further attention after
the cornnand was entered. Attempts to incorporate XSUB usually
caused the computer to hang and a cold boot was necessary. I then
noticed that Micro Cornucopia, P.o. Box 223, Bend, OR 97709 had a
utility on their Morrow Disk M9 called EX14 that is a replacement
for SUBMIT and XSUB. I ordered the disk and found that. it really
gets the job done. This allows me to get down int.o the bowels of a
program and upon executing a SUBMIT file can call up Pearl forms,
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reports, insert the correct parameters and then run the reports. (and
take a break until I hear the printer stop printing) In other
\'JOrds when the software looks for a call from the keyboard it
executes a line from a SUBMIT file. Very slick indeed! Space
doesn't permit me to go into rrore detail here but I would certainly
elaborate if interest warranted.

OCcasionally I like to change the attributes of my Gemini
printer when I run Pearl reports. These usually consist of changing
the pitch and line spacing and are initiat.ed upon entering the EX14
corrrnand string. The following instructions enable one to create a
COM file from coding created from a Wbrdstar file.

Open a non-document WOrdstar file called XXXXXXXX.ASM (XXXXXXXX
= any file name) and key in the follCMing:

FUNCI'N
START

PRINr

STRING

ORG
mU
LXI
r!IJV
INX
r!IJV
MVI
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
POP
POP
OCR
JNZ
MVI
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
POP
POP
DB
END

0100H
OSH
H,STRING
B,M
H
E,M
C,S
H
B
FUNCl'N
B
H
B
PRINr
C,O
H
B
FUNCI'N
B
H
OS,27,66,3,27,48

The next to the last line is the important one. The OS shows
that there are S characters in the escape sequence that will be sent
to the print.er. The 27,66,3,27,48 will condition the printer to
print 17 characters per inch (compressed lOOde) and space at 8 lines
per inch. A whole series of COM files can be made up by just
changing this line. These codes can be referenced from your printer
handbook. Exit Wbrdstar at this time.

The next step would be to assemble the program by loading your
CP/M utility disk and keying in ASM B:XXXXXXXX. After the program
is assembled, key in LOAD B:XXXXXXXX which will place the
XXXXXXXX.COM file on disk B.

- Karl E. M::mtstream
3414 7Sth Avenue N.W.
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
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PASS THE NOTEPAD

Q: Has anybody installed SUpercalc 2 for the MDT-50? The only
installation notes available from Sorcim are for the Freedom 100,
and they don't set the right attributes for the cursor when it is ir.
a protected cell. Pete Campbell, 415/524-4486.

A: Try installation as ADM-3A (terminal should be ADM-31 but
that mstallation doesn't work; ADM-3A does).

Q: I keep "losing" files that I save on LogiCalc. Only one of
them has ever even once "come back" for me. What am I doing wrong
or not doing to get them back on the screen? Louise, 415/752-5144.

A: Are you sure you are saving prior to quitting? After ";5"
folloW"""the promts in the lower half area of page; previous info does
not erase and new prompts are overwritten in that area.

A: When you have finished entry, type the command (;) and then
save (5). Answer the question prompts. At name of file, type drive
and filename, e.g., B: Finances. When you return to work on that
file at some other time, load LogiCalc as usual then the conrnand
prompt (:) and ask it to load (L); at the question for filename,
tell it B: Finances and your saved Logicalc data will come up.-- ed.

A: When trying to produce reports with Personal Pearl I am
getting message "1204 Program Logic Error." can't find this in the
manual. What does it mean and how do I fix it? euentin, 415/621
3413.

Q: can't seem to run JErSET 2 from the BAMDUA RBBS. Has it.
been squeezed? Sharon.

A: Are you RUNing it from MEASlC like other basic programs?

Q: Does anyone know where I can get an extra (cheap) keyboard
for ~MDT60. I'd like to try to have one set up for DVORAK. Peter
Hahn, 415/861-5843.

Q: I would like to know if there is a way to add a hard disk
to an~3. Chuck Wilson, 707/528-3190 (eve.); 707/577-3848 (day).

A: see announcement in Special Deals, this issue. --ed.

Q: I have the possibility of adding quad drives and a 20 ME
hard disk to an M02. I would like to talk to somebody who can
apprise me of the dangers inherent· in such a conversion. Matt
Herron, 415/479-6994.

Q: Does anyone know how to use the Modern PS wheel properly
on the MPIOO? Charlie Clark, 415/863-5536 (eve.); /397-2680 (day).
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SPECIAL DEALS
1. HARD DISKS

Interested in a group purchase of a hard disk to upgrade your
Morrow? At the March BAMDUA meeting Jon Gordon, of Berkeley
Computer, derronstrated a NEURAN hard disk that can be attached to
either an MD-2 OR MD-3. He stated that he was willing to offer
BAMDUA rrembers a $150 discount on 5, 10, 15, 20 and 40 megabyte hard
disks on an individual purchase. His offer was originally good
through May 26th, but he has offered to extend it to the end of June
1985. If you decided to buy a hard disk under this offer you would
have to bring in your computer so that they could put in a
controller card to run the hard disk.

I have talked to Jon about a group purchase. His initial offer
is $200 off the price if we had 5 or rrore purchasers at the same
time. I think that we might be able to do better than that-because
the price of hard disks is coming down. Since I want to get a good
hard disk at the best possible price I would be willing to
coordinate the negotiation and purchase of the hard disks. I
envision a three step process:

1. Call or write me, before June 15, 1985, at the address
below and let me know that you are interested. On June 16, 1985, if
five or rrore people have called me, I will go to Jon and attempt to
negotiate the best possible price and terms. The relevant terms are
- the warranty period, minimum deposit, delivery dates and service
plus any others that PeOple want.

2. I will then get back to you and tell you what I have
been able to negotiate. If you are still interested and the terms
are acceptable I will send out a contract for your signature stating
the terms of the agreement with Berkeley Computer. In the contract I
will ask for a $100 deposit.

3. When I get all the deposits I will go back to Joni give
him the deposits and ask him to order the hard disks for you. You
will then pay him the rest of the purchase price. Then the deal will
be between you and Berkeley Computer. The deposit will be non
refundable if the deal is consummated and no one can be found to
take your place if you drop out.

Because I am not now nor do I ever plan to be in the computer
buiness I do not want to spend too much time answering requests for
information. Nor do I want to spend rroney calling beyond the local
area. I probably know less than rrost of you about hard disks. I just
want one at a low price so that I can do my computing rrore rapidly.
I do not want to be responsible for anYthing except getting PeOple
the best possible deal. Therefore if you have any technical
questions not related to the group purchase negotiations please call
Berkeley Computer at 525-5600.
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The hard disk price offers as of March 27, 1985 are:

Initial
BAMDUA Offer

Size List Individual Group
mE Price Price Price

1- 5 $1100 $ 950 $ 900
2. 10 1300 1150 1100
3. 15 1500 1350 1300
4. 20 1700 1550 1500
5. 40 call ? ?

STAN NAPARST
90lA Santa Fe Avenue
Albany, CA 94706
(415) 525-2086
call anytime. There is an answering machine.

2. UNIFORM

An upgrade of UNIFORM (version 3) is available for hard disks.
Persons already owning UNIFORM may turn in their distibution disks
plus $18 and get the upgrade. Persons wantint to purchase UNIFORM
may benefit from a group purchase. The retail price is $69.95 but
if we have 10 or Irore purchasers, we can get a rate of $44 (plus
taxes and handling, of course) i if we can get 25 or Irore purchasers,
the price is even better: $39. 75. UNIFORM was reviewed in Morrow
Owners Review, V.2(2), April 1985, p. 23 by Tim Evans. Take a look.
If you like the idea, call rre to make arrangerrents.

Gene Korte
415/525-8944

3. GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

I am negotiating a group deal for members of BAMDUA for a
graphics software package which is not dependant on your terminal
but is dependant on your printer (dot matrix printers) • I have a
preliminary agreement that rrembers can buy DataPlotter for a 20%
discount (that is, for $79 rather than $99) lf we have 4 or more
purchasers. My impression is that there are plenty of People out
there interested in doing bars, graphs, pie charts, etc. Each
program must be configured for your partiCUlar printer, so if you
are interested you must specify the printer you have. Shipping
costs are $3, regardless of the size of our order. I am planning a
review of this software soon, but my preliminary impression is
favorable. If you know you want it, letrre knCM. Write if
interested, giving specifications, and as soon as I have sorrething
to go on, I' 11 request your lOOney!

-- GeOrgia Babladelis
1064 Sterling Avenue

Berkeley, CA 94708
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Dana Gaskin

NEWSLETTER

If you wish to submit material to the newsletter, please follow
these guidelines:

o Submit material before the last saturday of the I10nth

o Submit hard copy along with a WOrdStar file on a SSDD
diskette~ left margin, default; right margin, 68 and
right justified. (NewWord files are acceptable) •

o Include your name, address and telephone number

o Send newsletter materials to: Newsletter Editor
BAMDUA, P.O. Box 5152
Berkeley, CA 94705

Your disk (and "gift" for articles published) will be returned
to you.

If you have questions about newsletter submissions, call me
afternoons only on wednesday or Friday (415-843-8167). If you have
other questions about BAMDUA, call the BAMDUA Office, 415-644-2805.
If you need technical help, use your DIRECTORY.

IMPORTANT: If you have something you eSPecially want in the
next Newsletter but are unsure you can get it in before the
deadline, be sure to call me so that we can make SPecial
arrangements. The deadline is important in order to enable me to
plan and produce the Newsletter.

If you have tried one (or I1Ore) of the utilities available on
the library disks, write a review and send it. in! If you know the
answer (or think you do) to new or recurrent questions in the
Notepad or Mailbox departments, write me so that I can make the
information available to all. Thanks. ---Georgia Babladelis, Ed.
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AREVIEW (f ffilfIX 2.4 AND ffiAPHIC EXPRESS

by Wallace B. Riley

The Grafiks 2.4 software, produced by Robonics, Inc. , of
Herrrosa Beach, california, and offered by BAMDUA a few rronths ago to
its members, draws very pretty graphs and charts, but has some
serious shortcomings for certain applications. These may well have
been minor bugs that could be corrected by the manufacturer, because
they have been significantly improved -- although not eliminated -
in an upgrade called Graphic Express, available to Grafiks
purchasers for $25. Graphic Express is part of a package called
Stardrive, which also includes Math Express, Spelling Express, and
WOrd Express (a synonym finder) -- all usable in conjunction with
WOrdStar. I tested only Graphic Express.

Installation and basic use are fairly easy and the results are
satisfactory (see BAMDUA Newsletter, Dec. 12, 1984, p. 20), but I
was unable to make the original program work the way I really wanted
it to -- to make block diagrams of hardware and software organiz
ation. I rarely have occasion to put graphs in my work, but I make
block diagrams frequently. The manual implies that block diagrams
can be drawn with Grafiks, but the results, except in the simplest
cases, v.Bre far from satisfactory. Graphic Express does a better
job, but it is still not perfect.

A block diagram in Grafiksmust be created as a sort of line
graph, with some lines traced twice as necessary (you can retrace a
line, but you can't "lift the pen" to jump from one point to
another) • This is much simpler if you first draw the graph with
Pencil and paper and note the coordinates of each corner of every
box, and the coordinates of every int.ersection of tv.u or rrore lines.
Enter these coordinates in Grafiks or Graphic Express as part of the
Create function. Either program can handle up to 200 points,
sufficient for very complex block diagrams.

unfortunately, the list of coordinates is not human-engineered.
The screen shows up to 88 coordinates, which looks like the
coordinates of 88 points~ but it is only 44 points, two coordinates
per point: 1:x~ 2:y~ 3:x~ 4:y~ etc. Furtherrrore, the numbering from
1 to 88 seems very Peculiar. If you are re-creating a diagram in
order to change one or rrore coordinates, locating them in the table
is not easy. I would find a list easier to use in the form 1:x,y~

2:x,y~ 3:x,y~ etc.

Another difficulty surfaces if your diagram contains rrore than
44 points. After you SPecify the 88th coordinate, the li st
disappears and is replaced by a new list.. These are also numbered
from 1 to 88. Subsequent lists are also numbered from 1 to 88. A
rrore logical display would number the second list from 89 to 176,
the third list from 177 to 264, etc. Since Grafiks can plot up to
200 points, it can handle 400 coordinates, the 400th of which
appears in the fifth list as entry No. 48. However, the fifth list
is also numbered 1 to 88.
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A feature tbat is both a convenience and a difficulty is the
need to specify the total number of point.s in a diagram before
specifying the coordinates. The program counts the entries, and
aut.omatically leaves Creat.e rrode when the last coordinate is
specified. If you entered something twice unnecessarily (an easy
mistake for the 89th coordinate, when the new list appears), this
exit occurs unexpectedly; if you inadvertently omitted a point or a
coordinate, the exit does not occur when you expect it, and you
cannot force it.. You have to retrace one or rrore lines of the
diagram until the program has counted as many points as you
originally specified. It would have been relatively simple to
include a way to force an exit, say by pressing ESC, and to have the
program ask "LAST POINT? YIN" after the count has been reached.

The block diagram as simply created in this way has coordinat.e
axes, with coordinate values and tick marks. These can be deleted
in Edit rrode, but Grafiks cannot be told ahead of time that axes or
ticks are not wanted. The choice is only how many ticks per axis,
and whether the graph also contains a grid.

After the block diagram has been created, it can be viewed in
video rrode, but the screen display has very poor resolution. It is
good only for a quick check for completeness, and details are easy
t.o overlook even then. A better check is t.o print. the diagram (best
to print it before editing, just in case, although you can remove
the axes and coordinates before the first printout if you want. )
printing is maddeningly slow, at least on my IDS 480 MicroPrism
printer, presumably because the program is very busy when
translating keyboard and other t.extual data int.o graphics data for
the print.er.

In Edit rrode, plain straight-line boxes theoretically can be
enhanced (see below). But no substantive changes to the block
diagram can be made in Edit rrode -- for example, making a block
larger or smaller, or rroving it. t.o a different place in the diagram.
To do this, the entire diagram must be re-created. As when ini
tially creating it, you call up the file name in Read rrode to
restore the parameters to merrory, then go automatically t.o Creat.e
rrode. If no other graph was loaded since the original graph was
created, you can go directly to Create rrode, because the original
parameters are still there. You then must step your way through the
entire Create process, by pounding the <RETURN> key ad nauseam,
changing only the parameters you want to change. -

For example, a diagram can be specified to occupy a full pa.ge,
or the top or bottom half of a pa.ge. This choice is made fairly
early in the Create sequence; a complex diagram has a great. many
other choices and coordinate values to step tbrough after the size
of the printout is changed.

This is somewhat easier if the terminal has a repeat function
for <RETURN> - you just hold the key down - but you might inadver
tently go pa.st the point you want to change, or make some other
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mistake. It would be better if, having made a change early in the
Create sequence, you could press ESC or some other one key and skip
the entire remaining sequence, as you can in W::>rdStar with the Print
command.

To add lettering or change the graphic appearance of the
diagram, go int.o Edit rrode. The lettering apParently goes into a
seParate file that. is overlaid on the block diagram in Print rrode or
Video rrode. These two files are not well aligned; a legend placed
in the centers of two blocks near the left and right margins is
printed near (but not necessarily at) the center of the left block
and "leaking out" of the right side of the right block. Coordinate
values on the horizontal axis are also inaccurately placed; thus:

+
1--------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1--------
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

If the coordinate values exceed 10, the two digits are printed
vertically, with the more significant digit on top; but the second
raN with units digits overlaps the upper row. (This illustration
was created with W::>rdStar.)

In Edit mode, to delete a single character, place the cursor on
the character and press ctrl-G, or (preferably) place the cursor one
step to the right of the character and press DEL. The latter
deletes as you press the key; the former redraws the display on the
screen, which is sIaN, especially for complex displays.

Characters or words can be inserted in existing
Insert mode, which is toggled on and off with ctrl-V,
WOrdStar.

legends in
just as in

The manual says that ctrl-T deletes a text word in Edit mode,
and does not disturb the graphics data. In general, that is true,
but I found that ctrl-T sometimes deleted everything from the cursor
to the right margin, including the graphics data -- rather like
ctrl-QY in VbrdStar.

Ctrl-.... (control-caret) inserts a line or column, ctrl-Y deletes
a line or column. After the first corrmand of either type, the
program asks whether a line or column is to be inserted or deleted,
and then which way the remaining text should be shifted, if at all
(up or down, for a raN; right or left, for a column; for a deletion,
the no-shift option is also available). Thereafter, for every ctrl
.... or ctrl-Y cornnand, the program assumes the same kind of
insertion/deletion and shift, but it checks with you anyway to make
sure. To change either the row/column choice or the shift, the
manual says ctrl-- (control-hyphen) resets the earlier choices, but
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the correct
underscore.

command is ctrl-shift-hyphen, or equivalently ctrl
I learned this during a telephone call to Robonics.

An Edit. operation can be aborted, with or without saving
changes, just as in WOrdStar (but an attempt to abort without saving
does not produce the warning message that WordStar provides). But a
Create or re-Create oPeration cannot be aborted. You have to step
through the whole process, or hold the <RETURN> key down (if that
works on your terminal). When ending an Edit., the display contains
a spelling error: "NO'J QUITING FILE," irritating to me, because I
make my living as an editor and writer.

Graphic Express has one significant improvement over Grafiks.
In Grafiks, when a printout is being made, the screen says, "To
interrupt or stop printing, simply t.urn your· print.er ofL" That
instruction is nonsense. It stops the print, but it doesn't stop
the program, which simply waits for the printer to turn back on. If
you take the printer off line without turning off the power, and do
a form-feed before putting the printer back on line, the resumed
printout begins where it left off, but after a couple of passes
across the page it does a reverse form-feed and tries to finish the
diagram somewhere near where it was interrupted. The only way you
can really stop a printout, for good, after stopping the printer, is
to cold-boot the computer (press the Reset button) ; and that can
adversely affect the graph you are working on.

In Graphic Express, as in WOrdStar, to interrupt printing,
press P. You get the WOrdStar-like message "Press Y to abort, N to
resume." This capability saves much trouble in fine-tuning a block
diagram.

The manual says you can return to a previous step during a
Create operat.ion by pressing the Up arrow on the keyboard. However ,
on my terminal, in either Grafiks or WOrdStar, pressing any of the
arrow keys moves the cursor on the screen but does not inform the
processor of this movement; the next command takes effect at the
point where the cursor was before the arrow key was pressed. I
found in both programs that I could back up during Create with ctrl
K, but the manual does not mention this fact. (Backspacing within a
particular text entry is possible with the BackSpace key).

When Edit mode is entered, the defaul t is normal text
characters, for inserting labels on a graph or in a block diagram.
This can be changed to graphics by entering ctrl-\ (control
backslash). When in Edit mode, the graphic material is displayed on
the terminal in low resolution as rows and columns of asterisks; in
graphics mode, these asterisks can be replaced by other characters
representing various kinds of graphic symbol.

For example, an upper-case Q represents the upper left corner
of a heavy box that should appear at the left side and at the top of
the character position occupied by the Q; while an upper-case I
represents a simi lar corner with the vertex at. the center of the
character posit.ion. All four corners and left., right, top and
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bottom sides of such boxes have their corresponding characters in
graphics Irode. By using both kinds of corners and sides, a double
heavy lx>x should be printed. Alt.ernatively, various kinds of
shading, arrowheads, and sPeCial characters are supposedly
available. When I tried to use them in Grafiks, however, I ran into
a great deal of trouble.

I tried to apply this technique to a very simple diagram of
five blocks and their interconnections. (Most readers recognize
this as the organization of a simple computer with von Neumann
architecture.) I drew up the basic diagram and printed it; then
made one change at a time and printed each version. (See figures 1
3 below)

The basic diagram printed well. But when the top box was
changed to a heavy outline, the fun began. I tried several different
characters but found none of them to \'OOrk correctly. For example,
in both programs, arrowheads are very small, and hardly visible. In
Grafiks, most of the SPeCial characters printed the graphic repre
sentation they were supposed to, but for each use of a graphic
symbol, a dot was printed at the left margin, and the symbol was
pushed to the right a short distance. If the symbol is to be
repeated along a horizontal line, as along the top or bottom side of
a block, the corresponding number of dots was printed and the entire
block edge was shifted well to the right of where it should be. An
exception was the upper right corner of a heavy block, translated
from E in Edit mode: it was shifted to the left.

20

18

16

14

12

JO

-

F,.
-

- I I
- I
-,---
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This problem has been corrected in Graphic Express. The
upgraded program leaves no dots in the left margin, and registration
is much better - but still not perfect. Misregistration cannot be
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corrected except by printing a diagram, then editing the file.
Several passes are usually necessary, and since print.ing is slow,
this can take quite sane time.

Both programs share an odd characteristic: If you abort a
printout and forget to form-feed the printer manually before the
next printout, you may get a reverse form-feed and an overprint..

A continuing problem is a tendency for equally spaced vertical
lines in a basic block diagram to become unequally spaced after
enhancement. I don't know why the program does this, or how to fix
it.

Graphic Express has corrected the worst failing of Grafiks,
which occurred when I put labels in the boxes. Labels in plain
boxes are not affected, but labels in enhanced boxes in Grafiks
create breaks in the sides of the box, and labels on the same level
as enhanced lines are totally wiPed out. -- apparently interpreted as
control codes.

Conclusion: Grafiks is a good program with lots of nice
features, and with the capability of producing some really fancy
graphics - but it needs a lot of work by its developers. Some, but
not all, of this work has been done in Graphic Express.

*****

DIGITAL DELI ea-n?UTER STORE
80 W. EL CAMINO REAL

K)UNTAIN VIEW, CA. 94040
415 961-2670

IDRRCM ea-n?UTER SPECIAIS

MD3 PORTABLE

MD3 WITH MDT60 OR 70

MD5 WITH MDT60 OR 70

LIST

1295

1595

1999

YOUR PRICE

1195

1276

1599

Price includes the new computer checked out. and a 1 hour training
session. Price is limited to quantit.ies on hand. call for
prices on MD2 and MD3 Demo SPecials.
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UTILITIES IN REVIEW: NCAT

by

Bruce D. welch

This article is a description of how to use the catalog
programs contained on BAMDUA Library disk number thirteen. Although
it is written for systems with two disks, it can be applied to a
single disk system as mentioned at the end of this article. There
are several related programs that generally contain the letters
"CAT" somewhere in their name. Rather than an exhaustive attempt to
describe in detail all of the arcane subtleties of all the combined
program features I will be discussing, from a practical standpoint,
how to catalog all of the (as of late March) thirty BAMDUA Library
disks. When done you will have an alphabetical list of all the
files on the disks, some six hundred of them, and a reference to the
disk number they are found on. If a file is found on fOC)re than one
disk then each disk containing the file will be listed by number
next to the file name. The programs needed for insertion into disk
A: are: MAST.CAT, NCAT.COM, and XCAT.COM. These, as well as many
others we will not be using, are on disk thirteen.

Before actually starting the cataloging process we will have to
change one default value in NCAT.COM. NCAT.COM is set for a buffer
default that will allow only 256 different file names. This afOC)unt
will be used up with less than eleven of the library disks, so we
have to change the default. This is most easily done with the
dreaded DDT. Not to worry, this is by no means a lesson in CP/M IS

DDT--just a simple follow-the-steps process to patch NCAT.OOM.

Load a copy of the following four programs on disk A:

MAST. CAT
NCAT.COM
XCAT.COM
DDT.COM

Type, without the quote marks, "DDT NCAT.COM" and hit the "RETURN"
key. The screen will show some numbers and letters that. end with a
line that contains nothing but a hyphen in the left fOC)st. column,
this is the DDT prompt. At the prompt type, without the quotes,
"s0104" (that is ess-zero-one-zero-four) followed by the "RETURN"
key. The screen will display the characters "OE" foll~ by the
cursor. Type "70" (seven zero, no quotes) and hit the "RETURN" key.
A new set of numbers will be displayed on a new line with the
cursor. Type a period (" •" , without the quotes) and press the
"RETURN" key. You are now finished with your patching. To exit DDT
do a ctrl C (hold down the "CONTROL" key and press "C"). Next., to
save your patch and make it. work for you, type "SAVE 27 NCAT •COM"
(no quotes) and "RETURN" and you are done. Congratulations, you
have patched NCAT.COM with DDT so that it will now be able to hold
2048 file names. Now the easy part.
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With the patched program and its companions in A: type NCAT B:
(NCAT [space] B colon) and return. The program will load and tell
you to place the disk to be cataloged into B: Do this with one of
the BAMDUA Library disks and answer the question, querying your
readyness, with a "Y" for yes. In only a few seconds it will finish
reading the directory and ask you to place the next disk to be
cataloged into B: Each time you do it will ask if you are ready.
When you are done just answer the question in the negative and the
cataloging will be done. To sort the cataloged file name entries
into alphabetical order, type "XCAT", without quotes, and a carriage
return. The program will ask if you want any ".PRE" listings. If
you answer yes it will list each disk you have cataloged with the
remaining free space on each disk. It will then ask if you want the
output sent to a disk file or the printer. Since I must print one
sheet at a time I send it to disk and print it from WOrdStar.

This catalog program will vvork on any disk that contains a file
name that. begins with a hyphen and has a file type of a unique
number, which all of the BAMDUA Library disks do, for example,
-BAMDUA.001, -BAMDUA.002, etc. Additionally, you can get the
program to ignore repetitive files that may be on each of your
disks, such as PIP.COM, XDIR.COM, READ. COM, etc. by taking advantage
of the MAST.CAT file. Use your vvord processor to open the file
MAST.CAT copied from disk thirteen. You will see that it contains
only:

(DUMMY.ABC)

MAST. CAT must have something in it for NeAT to vvork. You may put in
it any files you want NCAT to ignore. Open the file MAST •CAT in the
document rrode. The first character on the first line must be a left
parentheses. Do not skip any lines and don't indent, the" (" must.
be .the first character in the file. Then add your file names thus:

(PIP.COM
XDIR.COM
READ.COM)

When you are done, end the list with a closing parentheses and
a carriage return, don't omit the carriage return, and save it with
a ctrl Kd.

There is much more that can be done with the catalog programs
on disk thirteen. For a complete look at the documents refer to the
files READMEFI.RST and NCAT.rxx::. "NeAT?" (not a listed file name
to be read, just a corranand to be entered at the A> prompt) provides
an overview of the inner vvorkings of the program NCAT. If you are
\\TQrking with a single drive system, after reading NCAT.rxx:: type
"NCAT ?" to see the provisions NCAT has for single drive systems.
Alternatively, the r-brrow virtual drive feature could be employed.
NCAT. SET discusses the patch to change the buffer size and
LISTCAT.rxx:: may be of interest.
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FOCUS ON AGING EYES

by Phyll is Brooks

.....and I see nothing with my eyes."
-sappho

Computers used to be a young man's game. Then women got into
the act, along with the not-so-young. Now a get-together of
personal-computer users looks like a cross section of the
population, at least here in the Bay Area. Along with the bright
eyed youth, a good number of us quadrogenarians (and on up) come to
meetings, seeking and impart.ing wisdom--something we're supposed to
be gOod at. Unfortunately while we may be wise, we also have to
admit that despite good diet, exercise, and positive thinking, most
of us have lost complete control of one of our faculties: we don't
see as well as we used to.

While I sat. in my eye doctor's chair a couple of weeks ago, I
pumped him for some statistics. How many people above, say, age 45
need bifocals? Without a moment's hesitation, he said that anyone
who has suffered from astigrratism or shortsightedness before that
time will need bifocals within a narrow range of years in the rnid
forties. A few lucky people who have never needed eye-glasses in
the past will be able to get away with just reading glasses, but the
absolute number of people in the over-45 popUlation who need some
kind of corrective lenses is astronomical.

So how does this affect computer users? If almost all of us
veteran users have some problem with our vision, looking at screens
for long periods rmlst bring further problems for most of us in time.
But we can do things to alleviate the troubles that at least this
part of aging brings. (Younger readers, do not be Srmlg. Time moves
apace, and you'll be here all too soon.)

First of all, consider the poor wearer of bifocals. If I sit
down to writ.e at my computer wearing my bifocals, I'm in trouble.
Sit close enough so that I can see through the reading areas at the
bottom of my lenses, and I have to throw my head back at an awkward
angle. Within half an hour my neck and shoulders ache. I also
worry about. being so close to the screen that mysterious rays can
zap me into balding, osteoporosis, bad breath, and brain tumors. If
I sit far enough away to use the distance part of my lenses, the
letters become too small to read before they get into focus.

Solution? Anyone who has worn glasses for more than a few
years has the last pair of reading glasses, the ones discarded
before the current pair were bought, tucked away int.o a drawer
against the terrible day when she crushes her ~rking glasses in a
slarrming door or under a car wheel. My out-of-date reading glasses
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(not bifocal and so useless for all-day use elsewhere) fit the
computer screen perfectly. I can sit with my eyes a comfortable
three to four feet from the screen, with everYthing in focus and
without any crick in my neck from trying to see through the lower
segment of bifocals. If I'm copying text, it's simple to set the
copy at a readable distance--usually just beyond arm's length, a
distance normally useless for reading books and other kinds of text.

If you don't use bifocals but must use reading glasses, you'll
probably find that your lenses are not quite right for the computer
screen and you must hunch closer than you like to the green-eyed (or
amber-eyed) monster. Once again, try some discarded glasses to see
if you have a pair that fits this particular need. Don't worry if
you have to ~ar a pair of rhinestone-decorated up~pt cat's-eye
frames. Remember that nostalgia is in.

But all of us don't have old glasses and lenses lying around
waiting for resurrection. My eye doctor told me that anyone can go
to an ophthalmologist or optometrist and be fitted for lenses to
bring text into focus at any distance needed. we think in terms of
reading books and newspapers, or of seeing things clearly as we
drive down the freeway. But it's perfectly reasonable and possible
to be fitted for any intermediate needs.

The old reading glasses routine has done wonders for me, and
for other bifocal ~arers I've mentioned it to. But one other
experiment failed. I thought that the glaring contrast of the
various screens I was looking at on contract jobs here and there
around the Bay would be less troublesome if I had slightly tinted
lenses. In fact, the tinted lenses made no difference at all to me,
and I found that they made me look as though I was recovering from
the flu-perpetual dark circles around the eyes. When enough people
tell you your eyes look tired, they start to feel tired. So I
abandoned the tinted lenses and relied on adjusting the brightness
of the screens I was working on until I found a comfortable level.

Articles grow by accident as well as design. I'd just finished
the last paragraph when a much younger friend, a woman in her late
20's, read over my shoulder what I had just written. She wears
glasses, but not bifocals. Half an hour later she called to say I'd
made her life easier. Her former glasses worked much better with
the screen than her current ones did! So experiment until you feel
comfortable.

"What a pair of spectacles is here!"
--Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida

* * *
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ALL THAT'S CLASSIFIED

====================================================================
ATTORNEY seeking other lawyers to share/explore MD3 applications
to law offices. Contact Alan Kornfeld, 538 Green street, San
Francisco, CA 94133; 415/434-2855.

Doing your own thesis/dissertation? Consultation in APA, Turabian,
Campbell formats; proofreading, editing. 10% dicount to BAMDUA
members. Nancy SChluntz, WOrdsmith & Copycrafter, 415/537-9172.
====================================================================
C. Itoh F-10 40 CPS serial printer, $899; IQ Sheet feeder for F-10
printer, $395; QuIne Qvr-102 terminal, $438; Xerox 820 OS, $898;
Morrow MP-100 Printer, $308; TI 855 dual rrode printer w/tractor &

serial and parallel cables, $698; Morrow MDT-60 video terminal, $298;
Morrow MD-2 (new), $798; Liberty 100 video terminal, $318; Liberty
100 owner's manual, $5; maintenance manual, $25. All like new; most
in original packing. H. Whitaker, 7603 Firestone BI., Downey, CA
90241, 213/566-3556.
====================================================================
FORGET THE PEARL! Order customized database programs. Menu driven:
Enter, Correct, Delete, Search, Sort, Print. ADDRESS AND PHONE
J3CX)K, ALBUM LIST, REX:ORD LIST, NOTE PAD, and more. Guaranteed.
Send for Catalog. KCS SOF'lWARE, 927 Mears Court, Stanford, CA
94305, 415/493-7210.
====================================================================
COMPUTER TUTOR: I make house calls. Individual tutoring specialist
especial Iy for beginners. Programmer, Debugger, Systems Analyst.
Roger Barker 415/397-8291. San Francisco, Berkeley, oakland,
Walnut Creek, Danville.
====================================================================
FOR SALE: MOll with OSDD floppy and hard disk. Wyse 50 terminal
and rrodem. All standard software including dBaseII and games. less
than one year old and like new. G.R. Gouger, 707/575-9119.

FOR SALE: M03, dual drives, #50 terminal/keyboard. All original
software - Mint - 18 months old - never repaired - used very little:
$1095 or B/O. MP200 Printer with cable: $395 or B/O. D. wayne
Smith, 415/451-8336.
===========:========================================================
FOR SALE: Package deal: M03 with MDT20 terminal, MP100 printer and
software: Vk>rdStar, Correct-It, l.Dgicalc, Personal Pearl, 3 separate
programming languages and CP/M 2.2 operating system. Manuals
included. $750 firm. Call eves., Marie, 415/424-1730 (Palo Alto).

WANTED TO BUY: Used dot-matrix printer with tractor for M03. Prefer
perfect condition and reasonable price! Call Pamella, 415/861-4048.
====================================================================
WANTED: Used MD3 for $575 with terminal, $450 without terminal. Or
a used M02 for $450 with terminal, $375 without terminal. D. Steve
Harris, 415/972-1582 (office) or 415/752-6819 (home).
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DATE: _ YOUR PHOOE: _

YOUR NAME: _

ADDRESS: _

_____________ ZIP _

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLI.£:MING BAMDUA LIBRARY VOLUMES AT
$8.00 PER FLOPPY. I HAVE JOINED BAMDUA AS A MEMBER.

(Note: see Newsletter V.2, #8, sept. 1984 for sUI'lll'lBrY of library
disks (1-14) available to date; see subsequent Newsletters for later
library volumes (15-30).

Below, you may circle your choice of library volume and under
each choice, enter the # of disks you want, if more than one.

CIRCLE CHOICE: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

(quantity) :

CIRCLE CHOICE: 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

(quantity) :

Total # of disks _

@$8.00 each =
Check enclosed for $ _

Please enclose a check for
exact amount. Mailing and
packaging is included.
Make check out to BAMDUA.
BAMDUA, P.O. rox 5152
BERKELEY, CA 94705
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·WHAT'S AVAILABLE

The public domain software library contains 30 volumes. They are
available at. meetings for $5.00 each, or through the mail for $8.00
each. write a check to BAMDUA, Box 5152, Berkeley, CA 94705.

Back issues of BAMDUA Newsletter cost $1.00 for issues 1-3, and
$2.00 for each issue after that. They are also available at BAMDUA
meetings or through the mail. The price is the same either way.
Make your check out. to BAMDUA.

Dave Block's Preliminary Question and Answer Book can be purchased
by sending a check for $1.00 to BAMDUA, above address.

A cassett.e tape of the "Once Upon a Morrow" rreeting held in January
is available. It costs $6. order now!

To receive issues 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 of M.O.R., send a check for $2.00
each to M.O.R., P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, ca 94705. After April 15
this cost will be $3.00 each. To subscribe, send $15.00 (aft.er
April 15 subscription cost will be $18.00) to M. o. R.

A directory of approximately 300 BAMDUA members available for $3.50
Get your copy now so you will be able to know who to call when you
need help or want to exchange information. M3ke your check out to
BAMDUA.

SPECIAL DEALS: As of March 15, the arrangements for special
deals has been cancelled. we are working on providing alt.ernatives,
such as making arrangements for special deals with the distributor
so that BAMDUA members can deal with them directly. The following
deal is such an arrangement:

REACHOUT, a menu-driven telecommunications program that works with
any rrodem, including the ers MM-300 Modem System. A special
version of ReachOUt is available for all Micro-Decision computers.
The price is $125.00, which is 40% off the price of the standard
version ($199.00). Full end-user telephone support is provided by
the manufacturer. Send $132.50 (includes tax and shipping by U.P.S.
to a daytime address) to Applied Computer Techniques, 21 Cottonwood
Drive, San Rafael, CA 94901: 459-3212. ReachOUt. is reviewed in
Morrow <Mners' Review #2 & #3.
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DATE: _ YOUR PHOOE: _

YOUR NAME: _

ADDRESS:---------------------
_____________ ZIP _

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOI...1a'lING BACK ISSUES OF THE BAMDUA
NEWSLETTER, VOLUME 1,2,or 3. I AM A MEMBER OF BAMDUA.
(Volumes 1, issues 1+2+3 together cost $1.- • Issues i4, 5,
etc. through the present Volume 3, #5 are $2.00 each.)

ISSUE # PRICE COST

1983
Volume 1
(1+2+3) 1.00

(4-8) each 2.00

1984
Volume 2
(1-11, no Aug. issue).
each 2.00

1985
Volume 3
Each issue 2.00

CIRCLE CHOICES: 4 5 6 7 8

CIRCLE CHOICES: 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11

CIRCLE CHOICES: 1 2 3 4 5

SUIrmary:
1st 3 issues:
iissues @2.00

Total cost:

$
$

$--

$-----

Please enclose check
for exact amount.
packaging and mailing
is included. Make
checks out to: BAMDUA
Mail to: BAMDUA
P.O. BOX 5152
BERKELEY', CA 94705

====================================================================

THANKS

Many thanks to all the members who contribute ideas, questions,
answers, and articles to the Newsletter.

- Georgia Babladelis
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MP-200

f-~~-3ci:~~
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER SPECIALS
MP-200: 18 cps

with FREE TRACTOR -----$595
MP-100: 15 cps

with FREE TRACTOR ----$395
For Morrow MP-100/200/300:
Tractors ----$125
Multi-Strike Ribbons ----$ 7

~~ Print Wheels ----$ 18
Choice: Symbol, ASCII,
ORATOR, Courier 10 &12,
Script &Mini Gothic 15

BUFFER/SWITCH SPECIALS
64K Print Buffer ----$199
Parallel Switch ----$109
Serial Switch ----$ 99

(cables $28 @)
MODEM SPECIAL

Prometheus ProModem ----$329
1200/300 baud

Morrow Modem w Software -$149
Anchor MKXII ----$269

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NewWord ver 2.06 ----$ 90

ver 1.32 ----$ 60
Supercalc I ----$ 75
Turbo Tutor ----$ 29
Turbo Tool Box ----$ 39
Turbo Pascal ver.3.0 ----$ 49
Multiform (like Uniform)-$ 65
ReachOut-Auto Answer

for 1200 baud modems---$149
SmartKeys II ----$ 49
Hyper Typer(Typing Tutor)$ 27
Proportional Star ----$ 69

WORLD
BUSINESS

CENTER

MD-3P

MORROW MO-3P $1195
MORROW MO-3 with ter.'l $1495
MORROW MO-5 with ter.'l $1895

( 5.4 Meg Winchester!!!)
MORROW MO-ll with ter.'l $2395

(10.8 Meg Winchester!!!)
Includes: NewWord, Correctlt,
Supercalc, Personal Pearl,
MBasic, Ouest, CP/M and $50
discount on MP-100 or MP-200
special prices

EXT'L HARD DISK EXPANSION
FOR MD 5/11/16/34 -Complete

MAll (11Mb) ---- $ 765
MA16 (16.4Mb) ---- 865

LOCAL AREA NETWORK
Adevco/Morrow ---- $ 350
For MD-3/3P/5/11/16/32
Specify which. Complete plus
$45 for installation in unit.

MORROW PIVOT PORTABLE
(IBM-PC Co.patible I!!)
-With: Dual Drives, NEW HIGH

VISIBILITY DISPLAY, MS-DOS,
NewWord &Battery.

256K RAM $1,995
640K RAM $2 695 ~

~
' ::: :::.i.· _____"

.. -----.-III

----12186 WINTON WAY, LOS ALTOS, CA 94022

.. / CALL 415/941-3269 TODAY
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